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Abstract
In this paper we show that approximation algorithms for the weighted independent set and
s-dimensional knapsack problem with ratio a can be turned into approximation algorithms with
the same ratio for fractional weighted graph coloring and preemptive resource constrained schedul-
ing. In order to obtain these results, we generalize known results by Gr5otschel, Lovasz and
Schrijver on separation, non-emptiness test, optimization and violation in the direction of ap-
proximability.
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1. Introduction
The fractional graph coloring is de;ned as follows (see also [10,15,24,26,28,29,30,31]).
Let G=(V; E) be a graph with a positive weight wv for each vertex v∈V . Let I be
the set of all independent sets of G. The weighted fractional coloring problem consists
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of assigning a non-negative real value xI to each independent set I of G such that
each vertex v∈V is completely covered by independent sets containing v (i.e. the sum
of their values is at least wv) and the total value
∑
I xI is minimized. Gr5otschel et
al. [15] proved that the weighted fractional coloring problem is NP-hard for general
graphs, but can be solved in polynomial time for perfect graphs. They have proved
the following interesting result: For any graph class G, if the problem of computing
(G;w) (the weight of the largest weighted independent set in G) for graphs G∈G
is NP-hard, then the problem of determining the weighted fractional chromatic num-
ber f(G;w) is also NP-hard. This gives a negative result of the weighted fractional
coloring problem even for planar cubic graphs and unit disk graphs. Furthermore, if
the weighted independent set problem for graphs in G is polynomial-time solvable,
then the weighted fractional coloring problem for G can also be solved in polynomial
time.
The ;rst inapproximability result for the unweighted version of the problem (i.e.
where wv=1 for each vertex v∈V ) was obtained by Lund and Yannakakis [26] who
proved that there exists a ¿0 such that there is no polynomial-time approximation
algorithm for the problem with approximation ratio n, unless P=NP. Feige and Kilian
[10] showed that the fractional chromatic number f(G) cannot be approximated within
(n1−) for any ¿0, unless ZPP=NP. Recently, Jansen and Porkolab [21] proved that
fractional coloring is NP-hard even for graphs with f(G)= 3 and constant degree 4.
Similarly, as it was shown by Gerke and McDiarmid [14], the problem remains NP-hard
even for triangle-free graphs. Regarding the approximability of the fractional chromatic
number, Matsui [28] gave a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm for unit disk
graphs.
The preemptive resource constrained scheduling problem denoted by P|res : : : ; pmtn|
Cmax is de;ned as follows: There are given n tasks T= {T1; : : : ; Tn}, m identical ma-
chines and s resources such that each task Tj∈T, is processed by one machine requir-
ing pj units of time and rij units of resource i; i=1; : : : ; s, from which only ci units
are available at each time. The objective is to compute a preemptive schedule of the
tasks minimizing the maximum completion time Cmax. The three dots in the notation
indicates that there are no restrictions on the number of resources s, the largest possible
capacity o and resource requirement r values, respectively. If any of these is limited,
the corresponding ;xed limit replaces the corresponding dot in the notation (e.g. if
s61, then P|res1::; pmtn|Cmax is used, or if rij6r, then P|res ::r; pmtn|Cmax).
Resource constrained scheduling is one of the classical scheduling problems. Garey
and Graham [12] proposed approximation algorithms for the non-preemptive variant
P|res : : : |Cmax with approximation ratio s+1 (if the number of machines is unbounded,
m¿n) and min(m+12 ; s+2− (2s+1)=m) (if m¿2). Further results are known for some
special cases: Garey et al. [13] proved that if m¿n and each task Tj has unit-execution
time, i.e. pj =1, the problem (denoted by P|res : : : ; pj =1|Cmax) can be solved by First
Fit and First Fit Decreasing heuristics providing asymptotic approximation ratio s+ 710
and a ratio between s + ((s − 1)=s(s + 1)) and s + 13 , respectively. De la Vega and
Lueker [7] gave a linear-time algorithm with asymptotic approximation ratio s+  for
each ;xed ¿0. Further results and improvements for the non-preemptive variant are
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given in [1,2,6,32,33]. For the preemptive variant substantially less results are known:
Blazewicz et al. [3] proved that for m is ;xed, the problem Pm|res : : : ; pmtn|Cmax (with
identical machines) and even the variant Rm|res : : : ; pmtn|Cmax (with unrelated ma-
chines) can be solved in polynomial time. Krause et al. [25] studied P|res1::; pmtn|Cmax,
i.e. the case where there is only one resource (s=1), and proved that both First Fit
and First Fit Decreasing heuristics can guarantee 3 − 3=n asymptotic approximation
ratio.
In this paper we show new approximability results for fractional coloring and pre-
emptive resource constrained scheduling based on methods in [16]. Gr5otschel et al. [16]
proved that an oracle polynomial time algorithm for the strong separation problem can
be used to solve the strong non-emptiness problem, and that the strong separation,
violation and optimization problems are equivalent for well described polyhedra. In
this paper we generalize the results in the context of approximability for a fractional
packing polytope (a general bounded linear program with many implicit given in-
equalities). A fractional packing polytope K ⊂ZN is given by the intersection of two
polyhedra:
• a polyhedron A that is the solution set of M inequalities aTi x6bi, where bi¿0 for
16i6M ,
• a polyhedron B that is solution set of further inequalities.
We assume that the separation problem is NP-hard for A and solvable in polynomial
time for B. Similar to [16] we suppose that an upper bound ’ on the facet complexity
for K is known, and that the inequalities of A and B are not given explicitly. For
our applications the separation oracle for A works only approximatively. For an ap-
proximation ratio a¿1 we denote by Ka the packing polytope where bi is replaced
by a bi. The ratio is either a constant or depends on the instance (for example logN
or N 1=2). Then the approximate separation problem for K is: given a vector y either
assert that y∈Ka or ;nd a hyperplane that separates y from K . In the paper we study
this approximate separation problem and further basic algorithmic problems like weak
approximate separation, strong approximate non-emptiness test, strong approximate op-
timization, and strong approximate violation. We show how oracle polynomial time
algorithms for one problem can be used for other ones. The proofs are based on ideas
in [16].
After that we use these techniques to show new approximability results for the
two optimization problems above. We show that approximation algorithms for the
maximum weighted independent set problem or the (s + 1)-dimensional knapsack
problem with ratio a can be turned into approximation algorithms with ratio a for
the fractional weighted chromatic number problem or preemptive resource constrained
scheduling problem, respectively. The key idea here is to solve ;rst approximatively
the dual optimization problem with many implicit given constraints and then to turn
the dual solution into a primal solution. The last step is based on ideas by Karp
and Karmarkar for bin packing [23]. The results imply a polynomial approxima-
tion scheme for weighted fractional coloring of disk graphs and a fully polynomial
time approximation scheme for the resource constrained scheduling problem
P|res1::; pmtn|Cmax (improving the results by Matsui [28] and Krause et al.
[25]).
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2. Strong approximate separation
We say that the polyhedron K has facet complexity at most ’ if there is a system
of inequalities with rational coeNcients that has solution set K and such that the
encoding length of each inequality is at most ’. In case K =RN we require ’¿N +1.
A polyhedron has vertex complexity v if there is a ;nite set V of rational vectors such
that K = conv(V ) and such that each of the vectors in V has encoding length at most
v. In case K = ∅ we require v¿N . A well described polyhedron is a triple (K ;N; ’)
where K ⊂RN is a polyhedron with facet complexity at most ’. The encoding length
of a well described polyhedron K is ’+N . Clearly, if a polyhedron K ⊂RN has facet
complexity at most ’ and vertex complexity at most v, then ’¿N + 1 and v¿N .
In our paper we study a fractional packing polytope K (bounded polyhedron) of the
following form:
aTi x6bi; i=1; : : : ; M;
x ∈ B:
Let S(K; ) be the set {x∈RN | ‖x−y‖6 for some y∈K}. Interestingly, if K has facet
complexity at most ’, then K has vertex complexity at most 4N 2’ and all vertices of
K are contained in the ball S(0; 24N
2’). In our case K is bounded and K ⊂ S(0; 24N 2’).
Let K be a fractional packing polytope and let a be an approximation ratio ¿1. The
Strong Approximate Separation Problem (S-APP-SEP) is de;ned by
• given a vector y∈RN ; either
(i) assert that y∈Ka, or
(ii) ;nd a hyperplane that separates y from K (i.e. ;nd a vector c∈RN such that
cTx¡cTy for each x∈K).
For an illustration we refer to Fig. 1. We notice that both cases (y∈Ka and the
existence of a separating hyperplane) can happen at the same time.
Now we can de;ne also a weak version of S-APP-SEP as follows. Let S(K;−)=
{x∈K |S(x; )⊂K}. The Weak Approximate Separation Problem (W-APP-SEP) is
• given a vector y∈RN and a rational number ¿0; either
(i) assert that y∈S(Ka; ), or
(ii) ;nd a vector c∈QN with ‖c‖∞=1 such that cTx6cTy +  for every
x∈S(K;−) (i.e. ;nd an almost separating hyperplane).
For a=1 the two basic problems are known as the strong and weak separation
problems. Given a vector y∈B we consider the problem to compute the following
value:
OPT (A; y) : = max {aTi y=bi|16i6M}:
In general the corresponding optimization problem is NP-hard. Consider for example
the fractional clique polytope with inequalities
∑
v∈I xv61 for independent sets I in
a graph G=(V; E) and set B= {(xv)|xv¿0}. In this case the vector y corresponds to
vertex weights and OPT (A; y) is the weight of a maximum weighted independent set
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Fig. 1. Approximate separation problem.
in G. The maximum weighted independent set (MWIS) problem is NP-complete for
arbitrary graphs. The strong optimization problem over the fractional clique polytope
is the dual problem of the fractional weighted chromatic number problem.
Suppose now that there is an a-approximation algorithm R for the general problem
that ;nds a row i with value
R(A; y)= aTi y=bi¿
1
a
OPT (A; y)
in time polynomial in N and ’. The ;nal goal is to show that for any vector d there
is also an a-approximation algorithm for the strong optimization problem:
max dTx
s:t: aTi x6bi; i=1; : : : ; M;
x ∈ B:
As ;rst step we show that the strong approximate separation problem with parameter
a is solvable in polynomial time. Given a vector y∈RN the approximate separation
problem for K can be solved as follows: First we test whether y∈B. By assumption,
the strong separation problem can be solved in polynomial time for B (either we get
a hyperplane that separates y from B or y∈B). If the algorithm ;nds a hyperplane
then we are done (the same hyperplane separates y also from K). If y∈B then we ap-
ply algorithm R to A; y and compute a row i with aTi y=bi =R(A; y)¿(1=a)OPT (A; y).
If R(A; y)¿1 then R gives us a hyperplane that separates y from K . Otherwise
(for R(A; y)61) we can show that y∈Ka. To prove this consider the following two
cases:
Case 1: OPT (A; y)¿a. In this case R would ;nd a row i with weight R(A; y)¿
(1=a)OPT (A; y)¿1. This gives a contradiction.
Case 2: OPT (A; y)6a. In this case we know that aTi y=bi6a for 16i6M or in
other words that y∈Ka.
This gives the ;rst result:
Theorem 2.1. If there is an approximation algorithm R that 8nds a row ai with
aTi y=bi¿(1=a)max {aTj y=bj | 16j6M} for each y∈B in time polynomial in N, then
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there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate separation
problem for K and y with parameter a.
The fractional chromatic number problem can be formulated as the following linear
program LP1:
min
∑
I∈I
xI
s:t:
∑
I :v∈I
xI ¿ wv ∀v ∈ V;
xI ¿ 0 ∀I ∈ I:
(1)
The dual problem DLP1 has the following form:
max
∑
v∈V
wvyv
s:t:
∑
v:v∈I
yv 6 1 ∀I ∈ I;
yv ¿ 0 ∀v ∈ V:
(2)
The corresponding polytope is called the fractional clique polytope. In this case the
polyhedron A is the solution set of the inequalities
∑
v:v∈I yv61 and the polyhedron
B is equal to RN+.
Corollary 2.1. Let G be a graph class. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to
solve the maximum weighted independent set problem for a graph G∈G with positive
weights y in polynomial time, then there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the
strong approximate separation problem (with parameter a) for the fractional clique
polytope corresponding to G.
For our resource constrained scheduling problem, a con8guration is a compatible (or
feasible) subset of tasks that can be scheduled simultaneously. Let F be the set of all
con;gurations, and for every f∈F , let xf denote the length (in time) of con;guration
f in the schedule. Clearly, f∈F iO ∑j∈f rij6ci, for i=1; : : : ; s and |f|6m.
By using these variables, the problem of ;nding a preemptive schedule of the tasks
with smallest makespan value (subject to the resource constraints) can be formulated
as the following linear program [20]:
Min
∑
f∈F
xf
s:t:
∑
f∈F :j∈f
xf ¿ pj; j = 1; : : : ; n;
xf ¿ 0; ∀f∈F:
(3)
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The dual problem for the scheduling problem has the form:
Max
n∑
j=1
pjyj
s:t:
∑
j:j∈f
yj 6 1 ∀f ∈ F;
yj ¿ 0 ∀j = 1; : : : ; n:
(4)
The optimization problem among all con;gurations is equivalent to a (s+1)-dimens-
ional knapsack problem:
Max
n∑
j=1
yjxj
s:t:
n∑
j=1
rijxj 6 ci; i = 1; : : : ; s;
n∑
j=1
xj 6 m;
xj ∈ {0; 1}; j = 1; : : : ; n:
(5)
Corollary 2.2. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to solve the maximum (s+1)-
dimensional knapsack problem that runs in polynomial time, then there is a
polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate separation problem (with
parameter a) for the dual of the resource constrained scheduling problem.
3. Ellipsoid algorithm based on approximate oracle
A set E⊂RN is an ellipsoid if there exist a vector b∈RN and a positive de;nite
matrix B such that
E = E(B; b) := {x ∈ RN |(x − b)TB−1(x − b)6 1}:
In the following we describe the central cut ellipsoid algorithm based on an approx-
imate oracle.
given: rational number ¿0, a fractional packing polytope (K ;N; ’) with K ⊂ S({0};
R) given by an oracle W-APP-SEP that, for any y∈QN and any rational number
¿0 either decides that y∈S(Ka; ) or ;nds a vector c∈QN with ‖c‖∞=1 such that
cTx6cTy +  for every x∈K .
output: either
(i) a vector z∈S(Ka; ), or
(ii) a positive de;nite matrix B∈QN×N and a point b∈QN such that K ⊂E(B; b) and
vol(E(B; b))6.
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Theorem 3.1. There exists an oracle-polynomial time algorithm that solves the above
problem (based on a weak approximate separation oracle).
The algorithm and analysis is based directly on the method in [16]. For completeness
we give here the main ideas. Let numbers ; N; R; a and an oracle W-APP-SEP be given.
We may assume that ¡1 (otherwise we choose a smaller ¡min(; 1)).
In the ;rst step we compute the following parameters:
PN := 5N | log |+ 5N 2| log (2R)|;
p := 8 PN;
 := 2−p:
The integer PN is the number of iterations of the algorithm, the parameter  is
the error that we allow for the oracle W-APP-SEP, and p is the precision parame-
ter for the representation of numbers. The algorithm de;nes a sequence of ellipsoids
E0; E1; : : : ; E PN (i.e. a sequence of positive de;nite matrices B0; B1; : : : ; B PN and centers
b0; b1; : : : ; b PN with Ek =E(Bk; bk)). The main idea is that either at least one of the cen-
ters bk ∈S(Ka; ) or the last ellipsoid E PN contains K and has volume vol(E PN ) at most .
We start with b0 = 0, B0 =R2I and E0 = S(0; R). This implies that K⊂E0. Let us
assume that bk ; Bk are found for k¿0. If k = PN then we can prove that E PN has property
(ii). If k¡ PN then we call our oracle W-APP-SEP with y= bk and . If W-APP-SEP
concludes that bk ∈S(Ka; ) then we know that bk ∈S(Ka; ). To show this it is suNcient
to see that 6; and this inequality follows from the de;nition of  and PN . If W-
APP-SEP ;nds a vector c∈QN with ‖c‖∞=1 and cTx6cTbk +  for all x∈K then
we set
bk+1 := bk − 1N + 1
Bkc√
cTBkc
;
Bk+1 :=
2N 2 + 3
2N 2
(
Bk − 2N + 1
BkccTBk
cTBkc
)
:
The computations are done with p digits after the binary expansion.
To prove the correctness of the method, one can use the following Lemma proved
in [16]:
Lemma 3.1. 1. The matrices Bk are positive de8nite, ‖bk‖6R2k , ‖Bk‖6R22k and
‖B−1k ‖6R−24k , for k =0; 1; : : :,
2. K ⊂Ek and vol(Ek+1)=vol(Ek)6e−1=(5N ), for k =0; 1; : : : .
The correctness follows from two cases. If the algorithm stops with bk ∈S(Ka; ) then
we are done. Otherwise, if the algorithm stops with k = PN then K ⊂E PN and the volume
vol(E PN )6e
− PN=(5N ) · vol(E0). Since E0 is contained in the hypercube Q= {x∈RN | −R
6xi6R} we have vol(E0)6vol(Q)6(2R)N and, therefore, vol(E PN )6e− PN=5N (2R)N ¡
2− PN=5N (2R)N6. The last inequality follows from the de;nition of PN .
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4. Approximate non-emptiness test, optimization and violation
In this section we discuss approximate versions of the non-emptiness test, optimiza-
tion and violation problem. We show that the approximate versions of optimization,
violation and separation are polynomial equivalent. The proofs are based on the non-
approximate versions in [16].
The approximate non-emptiness problem (APP-NEMPT) is de;ned by (see also
Fig. 2)
• given a fractional packing polytope K , a number a¿1; either
(i) ;nd a vector y∈Ka, or
(ii) assert that K is empty.
Theorem 4.1. There exists an oracle-polynomial time algorithm that, for any frac-
tional packing polytope (K ;N; ’) given by a strong approximate separation oracle
with parameter a¿1, solves the approximate non-emptiness problem.
Proof. We ;rst apply the approximate central cut ellipsoid algorithm to K with R=
24N
2’, =2−48N
5’ and the strong approximate separation oracle S-APP-SEP with pa-
rameter a¿1. If the central cut ellipsoid concludes that y∈S(Ka; ) then we know that
y∈Ka (since we have used the strong approximate separation). In the other case we
obtain an ellipsoid E that contains K and has volume vol(E)6. Then using the same
framework as in [16, p. 175], we can ;nd a non-zero vector p∈QN and a natural
number d such that K ⊂{x∈QN |pTx=d}. We may assume that the ;rst coordinate
p1¿0 (otherwise exchange variables). This algorithm is used iteratively in order to
decrease the dimension of the polytope.
Suppose we have found independent vectors c1; : : : ; ck and integers d1; : : : ; dk such
that K⊂{x|cT1 x=d1; : : : ; cTk x=dk}. Let us write the system of equalities in the form
(C1; C2)x=d where (C1; C2) is the matrix containing all vectors cTi as rows and where
d=(d1; : : : ; dk)T. If k =N then y=C−11 d is the only possible vector in K . Giving
this vector to the approximate separation oracle, either y∈Ka or there is a hyperplane
separating y from K (in the second case K is empty).
Let Kk = {y∈QN−k |(y˜T; yT)T∈K for some y˜∈Rk} be the projection of K by forget-
ting the ;rst k coordinates. We have y∈Kk if and only if ((C−11 d−C−11 C2y)T; yT)T∈K .
In iteration k we apply now the approximate central cut ellipsoid algorithm to the
Fig. 2. Approximate non-emptiness test.
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polytope (Kk ;N − k; 3N 2v). In this iteration we use the following modi;ed separation
oracle for Kk . Given w∈QN−k we apply the oracle S-APP-SEP (corresponding to K)
to the vector z=((C−11 d−C−11 C2w)T; wT)T. If the separation oracle S-APP-SEP asserts
that z∈Ka then we are done. Otherwise it gives a vector c such that cTx¡cTz for all
x∈K . In this case decompose cT = (cT1 ; cT2 ) in vectors c1 and c2 of length k and N − k,
respectively. Then it holds (cT2 − cT1C−11 C2)y¡(cT2 − cT1C−11 C2)w for all y∈Kk and we
use vector c2 − (cT1C−11 C2)T in the central cut ellipsoid algorithm. Iteration k has the
following two outcomes: Either we ;nd a vector z∈Ka (and we are done) or we ;nd
a nonzero integral vector c˜k+1 and an integer dk+1 such that Kk ⊂{y|c˜k+1y=dk+1}.
Using cTk+1 = (0; : : : ; 0; c˜
T
k+1)∈QN we have K ⊂{x|cTk+1x=dk+1} and we have found
k + 1 linear independent vectors c1; : : : ; ck+1 and integers d1; : : : ; dk+1 with the desired
property.
The strong approximate optimization problem (S-APP-OPT) is de;ned by
• given a fractional packing polytope K (that contains the zero vector), a number a¿1
and a vector d∈RN ,
◦ ;nd a vector z∈K such that dTz¿ 1a ·maxx∈K dTx.
The problem is illustrated in Fig. 3. The upper hyperplane corresponds to the opti-
mum case (where the optimum is achieved at a vertex of K) and the lower hyperplane
corresponds to value 1a ·maxx∈K dTx. The goal is to ;nd a vector z∈K between both
hyperplanes.
Theorem 4.2. There exists an oracle-polynomial time algorithm that, for any frac-
tional packing polytope (K ;N; ’) given by a strong approximate separation oracle
with parameter a¿1 (that contains the zero vector), solves the strong approximate
optimization problem.
Proof. Suppose that (K ;N; ’) is given by a strong approximate separation oracle with
parameter a¿1 and let d∈QN be a vector. We use that K has vertex complexity at
most 4N 2’ and that K is bounded.
In this case (using the bound for the vertex complexity), |dTx|6N ′=24N 2’+〈d〉
for each x∈K where 〈d〉 is the encoding length of d. Next we run the approximate
Fig. 3. Approximate optimization problem.
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non-emptiness test algorithm on K˜ =K ∩{x| − N ′6dTx6N ′} (with modi;ed block
B˜=B∩{x| −N ′6dTx6N ′}). Since K˜ = ∅, it ;nds a vector x0∈K˜a. This vector satis-
;es: aTi x06ab and x0∈ B˜⊂B.
De;ne =1=(2N ′)2. For every rational 5 we de;ne K5=K ∩{x|dTx¿5; |dTx|6N ′}
(again with modi;ed block B5), and using the approximate non-emptiness algorithm
we either
(i) assert that there is a vector x∈Ka5 , or
(ii) assert that K5 is empty.
By binary search we can ;nd a rational number 5∈[dTx0; N ′] such that K5+= ∅ and
that Ka5 = ∅. The number of iterations is bounded by O(log(N ′=)).
Let z∈Ka5 . Then we have z∈Ka and dTz¿5. Using that K is a convex set that
contains the zero vector and a¿1, we have (z=a)∈B, aTi (z=a)6bi and dT(z=a)¿(5=a).
Let OPT be the optimum value max {dTx|x∈K}. Then we have to consider two cases:
Case 1: OPT65. In this case, we take z′=(z=a) as a solution with objective value
dTz′¿(5=a)¿(OPT=a).
Case 2: OPT¿5. By construction we have OPT¡5+. By the method of continued
fractions [16, pp. 134–137], one can ;nd a rational number r=p=q such that |5 −
p=q|¡1=(2N ′q) and 0¡q62N ′. The next claim is that OPT = r. The left hand side
OPT is a rational number s=t with 0¡t¡N ′ and with |5−s=t|¡61=(2N ′q). Therefore,
|p=q − s=t|¡1=(N ′q)¡1=(tq) (using t¡N ′). But this implies that p=q= s=t. Now we
apply the approximate non-emptiness test to Kr with r=p=q. In the ;rst case we ;nd
a vector z∈Ka with dTz¿r=OPT . Using z′=(z=a) we obtain a solution z′∈K with
objective value dTz′¿(OPT=a). The other case with K = ∅ is not possible.
Instead of the general vector d∈QN we can also use a vector d˜ such that the encod-
ing length 〈d˜〉 is bounded by a polynomial in ’ and N and that max{dTx|x∈K}= max
{d˜Tx|x∈K} (see also [16, Lemma 6.2.9 and Theorem 6.6.5]). Then, we use the above
algorithm with objective function d˜Tx. This shows that the number of calls to the
approximate separation oracle, and the number of elementary arithmetic operations ex-
ecuted by the algorithm above are bounded by a polynomial in ’.
For our applications (fractional coloring and preemptive scheduling), the facet com-
plexity ’ of the polytope corresponding to the dual linear program is n+ 1 (where n
is the number of vertices and tasks). As consequence we obtain the main result below
and two corollaries:
Theorem 4.3. If there is an approximation algorithm R that 8nds a row ai with
aTi y=bi¿(1=a) max{aTj y=bj | 16j6M} for each y∈B and if K contains the zero vec-
tor, then there is an oracle polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate
optimization problem for K with ratio a.
Corollary 4.1. Let G be a graph class. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to
solve the maximum weighted independent set problem for a graph G∈G, then there
is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate optimization problem
for the fractional clique polytope with ratio a.
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Fig. 4. Approximate violation problem.
Corollary 4.2. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to solve the (s+1)-dimension-
al knapsack problem, then there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong
approximate optimization problem for the dual of the preemptive resource constrained
scheduling problem with ratio a.
The strong approximate violation problem (S-APP-VIO) can be stated as follows:
• given a fractional packing polytope K , a number a¿1, a vector c∈Qn and number
5∈Q, either
(i) assert that cTx6a · 5 for each x∈K , or
(ii) ;nd a y∈K such that cTy¿5.
The approximate violation problem is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here the lower hyperplane
corresponds to cTx= 5 and the upper to cTx= a5. In the ;rst case we require that all
vectors x∈K lie below the upper hyperplane and in the second case we require that
the vector y lies above the lower hyperplane.
Theorem 4.4. The strong approximate violation problem can be solved in oracle-
polynomial time for any fractional packing polytope K given by a strong approximate
optimization oracle.
Proof. The strong approximate optimization problem is to ;nd a z∈K such that
dTz¿(1=a)max {dTx|x∈K}=(1=a)OPT . To solve the violation problem choose d= c
and apply the optimization oracle. It computes a vector z∈K with dTz∈[(1=a)OPT;OPT ].
Test now whether dTz¿5. If yes then we are done. Otherwise dTz65 implies for each
x∈K :
dTx6OPT6adTz6a · 5:
Theorem 4.5. The strong approximate separation problem can be solved in oracle-
polynomial time for any fractional packing polytope K ⊂RN+ (that contains the zero
vector) given by a strong approximate violation oracle.
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Proof. Suppose now that we have a strong approximate violation oracle for a fractional
packing polytope K . We de;ne the anti-blocker abl(K) of K in the following way:
abl(K) := {z ∈ RN+|xTz61 for all x ∈ K}:
Notice that Q= abl(K) is a fractional packing polytope with B=RN+ and that Q con-
tains the zero vector.
The violation problem for K is, given c and 5, to decide whether cTx6a5 for all
x∈K and if not to ;nd a y∈K with cTy¿5. Use the violation oracle for K to solve
the separation problem for Q. To do this let y be given. First we test whether y is
positive. If this is not the case, then we have found already a separating hyperplane.
Suppose now that y¿0. We set c=y and 5=1 and apply the violation oracle. If
cTx6a for all x∈K then we know that (c=a)∈Q or equivalently that c∈Qa. In the
other case, the oracle gives a vector Py∈K with cT Py¿1. This implies that y= c ∈Q.
The next claim is to show that
PyTc¿ PyTx
for all x∈Q (i.e. that Py is a separating hyperplane). This holds since for all x∈Q we
have PyTx= xT Py61 (using Py∈K) and since PyTc= cT Py¿1.
The separation oracle Q can be transformed into an optimization oracle and into a
violation oracle for Q. The next step is to transform this violation oracle for Q into a
separation oracle for K (for a given y∈QN ).
But ;rst we test whether y∈B. This test can be done in polynomial time (using our
assumption about set B). Either y∈B or we ;nd a separating hyperplane that separates
y from B and also from K . In the second case we are done. Suppose now that y∈B.
The approximate violation oracle for Q given c; 5 decides whether cTx6a5 for all
x∈Q, and if not it ;nds a y∈Q such that cTy¿5. Set now 5=1 and use the violation
oracle for Q with given c=y. There are two cases:
Case 1: yTz¿1 for a z∈Q. This implies that y ∈K and z gives a hyperplane:
yTz¿1¿xTz for all x∈K .
Case 2: yTx6a for all x∈Q. The goal is to show that y∈Ka. We de;ne y′=(y=a),
and obtain (y′)Tx61 for all x∈Q. Assume by contradiction that y′ ∈K . This im-
plies that there is a hyperplane (say vector d) that separates y′ from K (notice: we
have not to construct d; the existence is suNcient). In other words, dTy′¿dTx for
each x∈K . Since dTx is bounded from above, the value OPT = max {dTx|x∈K} is
achieved at a vertex x∗∈K . This implies that dTy′=OPT¿dTx∗=OPT =1. Then the
vector d′=d=OPT satis;es: (d′)Ty′¿1¿(d′)Tx for all x∈K . In other words d′∈Q.
Then the inequalities (y′)Td′61 and 1¡(d′)Ty′=(y′)Td′ together give a contradic-
tion. Since y′∈K , each inequality aTi y′6bi implies aTi y6abi. Since we know that
y∈B, we obtain that y∈Ka. This ;nishes the proof.
As consequence we obtain the following result:
Theorem 4.6. There is an a-approximation algorithm to solve the maximum weighted
independent set problem for a graph G=(V; E) with weights y∈QN , if and only if
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there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate optimization
problem for the fractional clique polytope with ratio a.
An analog of the result above by means of optimal algorithms was known before
[15]: there is an optimal polynomial time algorithm to compute a maximum weighted
independent set, if and only if there is an optimal algorithm to compute the fractional
clique number in polynomial time.
5. The dual problem to the fractional packing problem
The next step is to show that we can obtain also a solution of the dual problem
with the same approximation ratio a. Let DLP1 be our linear program
Max dTy
s:t: aTi y 6 bi ∀16 i 6 M;
y ∈ B
(6)
where B is given by further (in)-equalities. Furthermore, let LP1 be the corresponding
primal linear program. Here we obtain the main result:
Theorem 5.1. If there is an approximation algorithm R that 8nds a row ai with
aTi y=bi¿(1=a)max {aTj y=bj|16j6M} for each y∈B in time polynomial in N, then
there is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the strong approximate optimization
problem for the linear program dual to K with ratio a.
Proof. The approximation algorithm R gives us a strong approximate separation algo-
rithm for the fractional packing polytope K . Using Theorem 4.3 the strong optimization
problem for the fractional packing polytope K can be solved with approximation ratio
a in polynomial time. In other words, we can compute a vector z in the corresponding
packing polytope with dTz¿OPT (DLP1)=a, z∈B and aTi z 6 bi for each 16i6M . The
algorithm based on the approximate separation oracle uses only a polynomial number
of separation hyperplanes. Furthermore, each hyperplane corresponds to one of these
rows or inequalities in B. Let M= {i1; : : : ; im} be set of rows of A and let B′ be the
polyhedron corresponding to the inequalities in B used by the algorithm above. Notice
that the total number of inequalities is bounded by a polynomial in ’. Let DLP2 be
the linear program of the form:
Max dTy
s:t: aTi y 6 bi ∀i ∈M;
y ∈ B′:
(7)
Furthermore, let LP2 be the corresponding restricted dual linear program.
First, we have dTz¿OPT (DLP1)=a=OPT (LP1)=a and dTz6OPT (LP1)=OPT
(DLP1). Second we know that the computation of the algorithm to compute z is also
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a valid application of the algorithm for DLP2. In other words, the approximate oracle
gives the same answers as before. This implies that dTz¿OPT (DLP2)=a. By duality
we have again OPT (DLP2)=OPT (LP2).
This together implies that
OPT (LP2)
a
=
OPT (DLP2)
a
6 dTz6OPT (LP1)=OPT (DLP1):
Now we can compute the optimum solution x∗ of LP2 using the standard algorithm
by Khachiyan; LP2 has only a polynomial number of variables and constraints. The
objective value of x∗ is equal to OPT (LP2)6a ·OPT (LP1). This means that we have
an approximation algorithm with ratio a.
The argument above was used ;rst by Karp and Karmarkar for the bin packing
problem [23]. Again notice that ’ is bounded by the size of the instance for the
fractional weighted coloring and preemptive resource constrained scheduling problem.
Therefore, we obtain the following results:
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a graph class. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to
solve the maximum weighted independent set problem for each graph G∈G, then there
is a polynomial time algorithm to solve the fractional weighted chromatic number
problem for G with ratio a.
Corollary 5.1. Let G be a graph class. If there is a (F)PTAS to compute the
weighted independent set for each graph G∈G and weights w, then we obtain a
(F)PTAS for the fractional weighted coloring problem for graphs G∈G.
Using a recent result in [9] on the maximum weighted independent set problem for
intersection graphs of disks in the plane, we obtain the following:
Corollary 5.2. There is a PTAS for the computation of the fractional weighted chro-
matic number for intersection of disks in the plane.
Since this graph class contains planar graphs and unit disk graphs, we get the next
corollary:
Corollary 5.3. There is a PTAS for the computation of the fractional weighted chro-
matic number for planar and unit disk graphs.
This improves an approximation algorithm with ratio 2 by Matsui [28] for fractional
coloring on unit disk graphs.
Theorem 5.3. Let I be a set of instances of the resource constrained scheduling
problem, and let I′ be the set of corresponding instances of the (s+ 1)-dimensional
knapsack problem. If there is an a-approximation algorithm to solve the
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(s+1)-dimensional knapsack problem for any instance I ′∈I′, then there is a polyno-
mial time algorithm to solve the preemptive resource constrained scheduling problem
on instances in I with ratio a.
It is well known that the approximability of the s-dimensional knapsack problem
(sDKP) varies with the dimension s. For any ;xed s, sDKP has a PTAS [27,11].
Let K(n; s; ) denote the time required (in the worst case) to compute an 1=(1 − )-
approximate solution for the sDKP. The currently known best bound [4] for K(n; s; )
is O(n	s=
−s)= nO(s=). P|res1::; pmtn|Cmax is a variant of the above scheduling problem
with one resource. Krause et al. [25] gave a polynomial-time (3− 1=n)-approximation
algorithm for this problem. Using the methods above we get a restricted preemptive
two-dimensional resource constrained scheduling problem where the m identical ma-
chines correspond to a second resource with simpler discrete resource requirements
r2j =1 for each task j and capacity c2 =m. The subroutine in this case is a knapsack
problem with cardinality constraint
∑n
j=1 xj6m. In fact this knapsack problem is solv-
able with a FPTAS in O(nm2−1) time [4]. By using these results on the knapsack
problems, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.4. For any 8xed number s of resources, there is a PTAS for P|res s::;
pmtn|Cmax. Furthermore, for one resource there is a FPTAS for P|res1::; pmtn|Cmax.
6. Concluding remarks
We note that a diOerent approach by Jansen and Porkolab [22] gives a related result
with a faster running time (see also [18]). It transforms an approximation algorithm
with ratio a for the maximum weighted independent set and s-dimensional knapsack
problem into an approximation algorithm with ratio a(1 + ) for the minimum frac-
tional weighted coloring and preemptive resource constrained scheduling problem, re-
spectively. The number of calls to the subroutine is only O(n−2 ln(n−1)) where n is
the number of vertices or tasks [18].
We expect that further results in [16] can be extended in the direction of approx-
imability and inapproximability. Furthermore the techniques in the paper can be used
also for other applications like fractional path coloring in WDM networks [5] and (pre-
emptive) scheduling malleable parallel tasks [17,19]. An interesting open question is
whether it is possible to derive an approximation algorithm for the maximum weighted
independent set problem from an approximation algorithm for the fractional weighted
chromatic number problem. A partial answer in this direction is given by Erlebach and
Jansen [8].
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